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Preliminaries
This article is written to record | at least from the memories of some of the participants | the history of the sequence of conferences on Banach algebras; the Blaubeuren conference is the 13 th conference in this sequence. We seek to record some mathematical and some organizational facts, and to ruminate on the changing mathematical and organizational scene. In writing this account I have come to realize that my memory is a little wobblier than I had supposed; even if one was present at an event, one cannot necessarily recall accurately all the details. One is led to wonder how reliable is the report of historians, who were not present at the events that they describe. To some extent I have been able to check the written records, but these records themselves are not necessarily completely reliable; I have not undertaken systematic research in the archives (which often do not exist). I apologize for errors, for example, for the omission of the names of people who attended meetings, but are not mentioned; I am grateful to a number of people mentioned in this account, and especially to the organizers of the various conferences, for their comments on a draft of this article and for helping to remove some of the errors.
Of course the account is necessarily biased towards events in which I was personally involved. The opinions expressed are my own, and do not necessarily represent those of the organizers of the conferences, or of anyone else.
The rst conference: Los Angeles, 1974 The rst conference in our sequence took place in the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), from 1 to 12 July, 1974; the title was Homomorphisms and derivations from Banach algebras. Of course the conference was not called First International Conference, or anything like that; no one thought of that in those days.
This conference was the idea of Bill Bade of Berkeley and Phil Curtis of UCLA. In some ways the idea for such a conference was fairly new. Of course, the American Mathematical Society and many other national or regional mathematical societies had organized lectures and scienti c conferences for many years. But these meetings had often tended to be on general mathematical topics; the idea of Bill and Phil involved collecting together those interested in a speci c topic of research | in this case, general Banach algebras, and the structure and automatic continuity of homomorphisms and derivations from these algebras. The group of participants included both active research workers and younger colleagues, including graduate students. All were welcome to discuss their ongoing work, as well as to present results that had recently been established; open questions and sources of perplexity were discussed easily in a relaxed atmosphere around the lectures. Thus the format of the conference had some element of novelty.
Of course it is not suggested that this meeting was actually the rst of its kind; far from it. Predecessors include the International Symposium on Function Algebras, held in Tulane University in April 1965 under the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the O ce of Naval Research. The proceedings of the Tulane conference were edited by Frank Birtel, and published as FnAlg]; a tradition of a`problems list' in the conference proceedings was established in this volume. This conference had been attended by Bill and Phil.
A much earlier conference was held in Stillwater, Oklahoma, in 1950 . This symposium was funded in part by the US O ce of Naval Research | one wonders why | and took place through three hot weeks in June and July. There were many distinguished speakers, and they were invited to bring their graduate students; these students earned their travel costs and accommodation by writing up the lecture notes; Bill Bade drew Dunford, and his career was launched by this experience. There is a moral here.
A prime requirement for the organization of any conference is money. This seems to have come rather easily in 1974. For some years, Bill and Phil had jointly held a grant from the NSF for summer research. In the year 1973{74, I was a young adjunct assistant professor at UCLA, having been invited to spend the year at UCLA by Phil, whom I had met in England in 1970. One day in 1974, Phil said something like this to me:`Hey, why don't we have a conference in July? You can become an addition to our NSF grant for a couple of months, and as part of that you can organize the conference; I'll square it with the NSF.' It seemed that Phil could just make a couple of telephone calls to the NSF in Washington, and all this was arranged: in those halycon days, relations with our nancial sources were easier and less formal than today. (Remember that those days were not long after the launch of the Soviet Union's satellite`Sputnik'; the US government, moved by the fear that it was`falling behind' in the great race for technological and military supremacy, was willing to make considerable investment in science; there was also a tangible spirit of scienti c optimism in the zeitgeist, extending to popular support even for mathematics.) This is how I became the practical organizer of the rst meeting.
The title of the conference already mentions homomorphisms and derivations. By that time, Barry Johnson had resolved the`uniqueness-of-norm problem' for semisimple Banach algebras in a remarkable short paper Jo1], so answering a question discussed at length in the then standard text of Charles Rickart Ri]. The text of Bonsall and Duncan BoDu] reached the bookshops of LA just a month before the conference. The seminal work of Bill and Phil BaCu] on the automatic continuity of homomorphisms from commutative Banach algebras was some way in the past, but the`C(X) problem' was still open: Are all homomorphisms from the algebras C(X) into a Banach algebra automatically continuous for each compact space X? I had rather painfully constructed in Da1] a discontinuous derivation from the disc algebra, so answering a question of Bill and Phil, and Phil had suggested that it would be good idea to spend the year 73{74 thinking about this C(X)-problem. The plan at that stage was still very much to attempt to prove that all such homomorphisms are continuous. This was one mathematical background to the meeting.
I was responsible for scheduling the lectures: it was a little embarrassing that the rst draft of the schedule included lectures on 4 July, but Phil deftly sorted this one out. We remember a ne party generously provided by Richard and Helen Arens around their pool that day; such social activities have played a signi cant role in lubricating the wheels as the wagon of research lurches forward. The 4 th July also included a party earlier in the day at the Curtis's house; the sparklers were a revelation to the then young David Grabiner.
The number of participants in this rst meeting, at 21, was quite modest. For the record, here is the list of these participants; it will be seen that most were already on the west coast: R. Arens (UCLA), W. G. Zelazko (Warsaw). The topics covered in the talks contain some themes that have continued through the sequence of conferences. For example, Marc Thomas, then a graduate student of Bill Bade at Berkeley, talked about the automatic continity of intertwining operators, and Bill and Phil both talked about derivations into modules. I had not solved the C(X)-problem in the year at UCLA, but I gave three hours of lectures on the partial results; this process may have been unsatisfactory for the audience, but they listened very courteously, and made a number of valuable criticisms that were helpful towards the eventual solution. On the other hand some attractive topics seem not to have continued to develop: Bob Moore talked about derivations and analytic structure in the state space of a Banach algebra, and Kjeld Laursen had a very general notion of`separable map', allowing him to give results that subsumed apparently all of the then-known automatic continuity results.
The second conference: Leeds, 1976 I so much enjoyed the conference in Los Angeles that I decided to organize a somewhat similar meeting in Leeds in June, 1976. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of this conference from an organizational point of view was the ease and informality with which the money was found. I wrote a letter to the relevant UK Research Council, then called the`Science Research Council (SRC)', pointing out the happy chance that Phil Curtis and Rick Loy would both be in the UK in the summer of 1976, and suggesting that a meeting be arranged to take advantage of this. The letter, dated 18 September 1975, concludes: The total estimated cost would be about $2 000; perhaps, allowing for in ation between now and next June, a gure of $2 500 would be more realistic.' On the basis of this letter the Mathematics Committee of the SRC provided $2 500.
The remarkable mathematical feature of the conference was that I received a letter, dated 22 April 1976, from Jean Esterle of Bordeaux (whom I did not know) which began`I think that I have now a complete proof of existence of a discontinuous homomorphism from C(K).' I had by then just completed my proof of this result; the paper Da3] was submitted to the American Journal in May 1976; Jean's papers were submitted to the London Proceedings, the third and nal one Es1] also in May 1976. Lectures on these two independent solutions of the C(X)-problem were given at the conference.
The title of the conference was just Conference on automatic continuity; the lectures were given in the single week 14{18 June, 1976, in Leeds, and the list of speakers is su ciently short that it can be given in full: Social activities included Chekov's The three sisters at the Grand Theatre, Leeds (`special half-price bargain') and the mystery plays at York (`outside, with no refund in case of rain').
The third conference: Long Beach, 1981 Nothing much happened for a while after 1976. We did not know we were one day to be in a sequence; it seems that one needs three terms before one can start on the dots. However, in due course, John Bachar, a former student of Phil Curtis at UCLA, now at California State University at Long Beach, took up the baton. John had been the organizer of a successful conference on Hilbert space operators at Calstate, Long Beach, held in June, 1977, and he was willing to shoulder the burden again. The organizing committee consisted of John Bachar, Bill Bade, Phil Curtis, and myself, and we formed the idea of having a rather bigger, and more genuinely international, conference than hitherto. Now money was becoming a real issue. John made a successful application to NSF for a total of $37000. This was mainly to provide accommodation for the participants in Long Beach. The American NSF would not countenance providing funding for non-American participants to travel to Long Beach, and so we had to look for other sources for this.
One source of possible funds was NATO: eventually, they provided travel grants for E. Albrecht, G. R. Allan, H. G. Dales, and M. M. Neumann. However, NATO would not fund attendance at a conference, and this is why the format of the Long Beach meeting consisted of a two-week conference within a`three-week study period'; in practice the latter was not easily distinguishable from the former. The NATO grant was to`stimulate collaboration amongst scientists in the member countries of the alliance'; it was certainly successful in stimulating collaboration.
Another source of funds was Calstate, Long Beach, itself. John Bachar was very successful in convincing the President of the University that such a conference would enhance the reputation of Long Beach in the eyes of the academic world; a grant of $9 200 was provided, together with some generous hospitality. As part of the agreement on this, we had to produce a`conference proceedings'. This volume appeared in due course as LoBe]. It is probably the case that there is a danger of there being too many conference proceedings in the world of mathematics, but surely this was a valuable contribution to the genre; it has clearly been much used and referred to subsequently, and it inspired some important articles. It will probably be the case that the physical appearance of the volume surprises our younger colleagues: yes, in those days, there were no word-processors and no T E X ; the whole volume was typed with remarkable speed and accuracy by Elaine Barth of UCLA.
The main part of the conference took place from 17 to 31 July, 1981. The title had now become Radical Banach algebras and automatic continuity, for there was a feeling, as the grant proposal explains, that`attention in general Banach algebra theory is moving towards radical Banach algebras'. For our purposes, we see that the conference proceedings lists the 32 participants, as well as giving articles based on the lectures, and so the full list of participants and the titles of the lectures will not be repeated here. Let us just pick out some of the highlights.
The volume was dedicated to Charles Rickart, who attended the conference shortly before his retirement from Yale in 1983; Charles has a good claim to be the`father' of our subject, for, as the dedication says,`his contributions to the theory of Banach algebras underlie many of the problems considered here'.
It was an unspoken axiom of the community at that time that Barry Johnson's proof of the uniqueness-of-norm theorem for semisimple Banach algebras was the de nitive foundation of part of our subject; thus we were astonished to hear from Bernard Aupetit of his quite di erent proof Au] of this result. (A further re nement to the proof was given by Tom Ransford in Ra].)
A problem within the theory of radical Banach algebra itself that had troubled several people for some time was the following. Let ! be a radical weight on R + , let A be the convolution algebra L 1 (R + ; !), and let f 2 A be such that The conference proceedings led Jean Esterle to write two ne, long articles which contain many gems; the rst article began a theory of the classi cation of commutative radical Banach algebras, and did this so well that there has been little further progress since then. But note that Jean could not resolve whether or not his two important classes V and VI were identical | and that this question too is still open today.
And what of the social side? We had three weeks of ne sunshine, a trip to Catalina Island on which only two or three people were sea-sick, and an ascent of Mount Baldy above the LA basin. Of course there were several parties on pleasant Californian patios.
The fourth conference: Copenhagen, 1985 By this stage, only Phil Curtis, Kjeld Laursen, and myself had attended all the conferences (and that is still the situation). So clearly it was the turn of Kjeld to be the organizer. But great Danes turn matters over fairly slowly, and it was not until 1985 that we were invited to a meeting in Copenhagen, Denmark.
The title of the conference was Derivations from Banach algebras, and it took place in the University of Copenhagen from 15 to 26 July, 1985. This was a small conference, with the following list of participants: Graham Allan, John Bachar, Bill Bade, Erik Christensen, Phil Curtis, Garth Dales, Jean Esterle, Fr ed eric Gourdeau, Jos e Gal e, Sandy Grabiner, Niels Gr nb k, Birgir Gudjonsson, Kjeld Laursen, Michael Neumann, Elizabeth Strouse, and Marc Thomas.
The`central' Danish funding for this conference consisted of DKK 17000 from the Danish Science Research Council; technically, this was paid out to the participants as a per diem allowance, but in practice it was used to pay for housing, lunches (at the Niels Bohr Institute), and one or two conference parties. Some colleagues from Copenhagen kindly lent their own houses to some participants; do funding bodies appreciate that their money is often stretched by such assistance, as long as they enjoy the goodwill of the community?
Among the lectures were a double lecture from myself on derivations: When are they all continuous? When are all continuous derivations inner? Bill Bade continued with related questions, with special attention to weighted convolution algebras, and he gave a nice description of then recent work of himself, of Gr nb k, and of Willis, whilst Kjeld Laursen talked about derivations on semiprime commutative Banach algebras. Graham Allan talked on power-bounded operators, Michael Neumann on super-decomposable operators and their rôle in automatic continuity theory, and Marc Thomas talked on radical Banach algebras of power series and their quotients by non-standard closed ideals; these are Banach algebras which still seem totally mysterious. Elizabeth Strouse described the results from her thesis at Berkeley (where she was a student of Bill Bade) that show that the algebra of all formal power series in several variables can be embedded in a Banach algebra; this is a substantial advance on the one-variable case pioneered by Graham Allan in 1972. At the weekend in the middle of the meeting, the participants were the guests of the venerable`Marching and Chowder Society', an English-speaking hiking group founded in 1969 by Phil Curtis, and still active. We seemed to walk over quite a lot of Zeeland, and enjoyed clear views to Sweden. Fr ed eric Gourdeau thought, at the end of his day with the Society, that it was the`Munching and Chatter Society'. I also remember a reception in the beautiful garden of Virginia and Kjeld Laursen, enjoying the owers and the sunshine.
The fth conference: Berkeley, 1986 The International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) was scheduled to take place in Berkeley from 3 to 11 August, 1986 . Again Bill Bade and Phil Curtis had an inspired idea: they would organize a`Workshop' for the two weeks immediately before the Congress. Thus the fth conference, entitled Workshop on Banach algebras, took place in Berkeley from 21 July to 1 August, 1986. Most of the living expenses for this meeting were covered by the Bade{Curtis NSF grant.
Unfortunately, records on this meeting seem to be sparse: a partial list of those attending includes the names of J. Bachar, G. Bachelis, W. G. Bade, P. C. Curtis, H. G. Dales, S. Grabiner, N. Gr nb k, K. B. Laursen, M. M. Neumann, and M. P. Thomas. A number of Californian graduate students and other locals also attended the lectures.
Accommodation was provided in variegated sublets around the town of Berkeley. Bill and Elly Bade (with help from their family) had heroically cajoled various friends and contacts into releasing apartments or spare rooms to the participants, claiming that`mathematicians are reliable, well-behaved tenants'; I do not know if this true, but the landlords were willing to have us back two years later.
The schedule of lectures was not announced in advance; an organizational meeting was held on the rst Monday morning, and a timetable was created before our eyes, with a slot for everyone who was willing to speak. However, a high percentage of the time was devoted to informal discussion among subsets of the participants, trying to push forward the resolution of the next generation of open problems.
Social activities included a trip by boat across the Bay to a picnic on Angel Island and wine tasting in the Napa Valley.
Of course we continued to stay in California to attend the International Congress.
The sixth conference: Leeds, 1987 In the rst half of 1987, there was a meeting with a di erent format. I noticed in 1986 that, by chance, certain habitu es of the Banach algebra conferences were willing to spend a part of 1987 in England, and so I invited several people to spend a period of some weeks or months in Leeds in that year, so that joint work could be continued, the process to culminate in a conference in Leeds. A surprisingly large number of people was able to come to Leeds for an extended period. These include Bill Bade, Peter McClure, and Kjeld Laursen from February, and Niels Gr nb k and Rick Loy from early March; there were shorter visits from Jean Esterle, Ernst Albrecht, and Pavla Vrbova. A further group arriving in May and June included Marc Thomas, Sandy Grabiner, Jos e Gal e, and Phil Curtis. During this period, there were many lectures, and several papers emerged from the joint work that was undertaken. It is certainly the case that this is a very enjoyable and successful method of pushing forward research in a particular area of mathematics; on the other hand, the logistics require much e ort, and it may now be more pro table for such`semesters' to take place in a setting where there is a permanent infrastructure. Such institutes do now exist, but it seems that the organizing committees of such centres have not yet smiled on the subject of general Banach algebras.
An application for a grant to support the semester was made to the relevant UK Research Council, then called the`Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC)'. The process was now rather more formal than it was in 1976: completion of an application form was required. However again we were successful: SERC awarded a grant of about $18 000. This paid for accommodation in Leeds for the participants and provided travel expenses for quite a number of the visitors, including those from overseas.
The rst lecture of the semester, entitled Module derivations of commutative Banach algebras, was given by Bill Bade on 13 March 1987, and the last lecture was also given by Bill, on 3 July 1987; there was a mini-conference on 9 and 10 April, and the semester culminated in a conference called Automatic continuity and radical Banach algebras that took place in Leeds from 23 June to 3 July 1987. The report to SERC lists a total of 48 lectures that were given in the course of the semester.
In addition to those mentioned above, the following gave lectures at either the mini-conference or the nal conference: E. Strouse (on the Volterra algebra in several variables); D. Luminet (seminorms on algebras); T. Ransford Undoubtedly the mathematical highlight of the semester was the resolution by Marc Thomas of the (commutative) Singer{Wermer conjecture. The theorem proved was the following. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, and let D be a derivation on A. Then the range of D is contained in the radical of A. The special case in which D is assumed to be continuous is the classical Singer{Wermer theorem, given in BoDu, 18.16] , and the special case in which A is assumed to be semisimple had already been resolved by Barry Johnson. In his report to SERC, Marc writes:`I am sure that the contacts that I had with the mathematicians at Leeds and the time I had available to concentrate my energies on the problem were major factors in being able to nish the problem.' The paper on this result is Th2].
In the last days of Marc's visit to Leeds, we discussed what the`non-commutative Singer{Wermer conjecture' should be. Quickly, the conjecture was made, and some equivalent forms were identi ed. However, this harder problem could not be resolved at the meeting, and it too is still open some 10 years later, despite much concentrated e ort and some partial results.
There Finally let us mention one piece of work that exempli es a feature of such meetings. Charles Read did not attend most of the semester, but did come from Cambridge to listen to lectures for two or three days. One of these lectures discussed a question of the continuity of derivations from algebras of operators on a Banach space, and reformulated the question in terms of Banach spaces. Now this was a setting of which Charles was a master: his solution of the problem appears as Re].
The day after the end of the conference was 4 July. We raised an American ag, at only small risk of bricks from neighbours (one American was surprised to nd that the day was not a public holiday in the UK), and organized a soft-ball game in the grounds of a local school: the sun shone, and everyone had a ne afternoon. We had learnt the rules of the game (more or less) when John Bachar, a former baseball professional, had visited Leeds in 1986. (The`Rest of the World' edged out the`USA' in the ninth innings.)
The seventh conference: Berkeley, 1988 It can be seen that the conferences are now coming with greater frequency; by this time we surely knew that we were part of a sequence. This conference was called, with some lack of originality, Workshop on Banach algebras, and it took place in Berkeley from 6 to 22 July, 1988. Again the Bade{Curtis NSF grant covered most of the living expenses, and Bill and Elly Bade did a ne job in nding various nooks and crannies in the Berkeley area where participants could stay.
The list of lecturers was as follows: G. R. Allan, J. Bachar, W. G. Bade, P. C. Curtis, H. G. Dales, F. Ghahramani, S. Grabiner, N. Gr nb k, S. Kilmer, K. B. Laursen, J. P. McClure, M. M. Neumann, and M. P. Thomas.
The mathematical highlight was Fereidoun Ghahramani's presentation of his recent result that the group of continuous automorphisms of the Volterra algebra is connected in the operator-norm topology. This question had been open for around 20 years; the paper was published in Gh].
The eighth conference: Canberra, 1989 A regular attender at earlier meetings in the sequence was Rick Loy of the Australian National University (ANU), Canberra, Australia. Now, after a hint or two had been dropped, Rick saw his way to proposing a conference in the southern hemisphere.
The conference was called Automatic continuity and radical Banach algebras, and took place at ANU from 2 to 21 January 1989. This was the second occasion on which our meeting generated a conference proceedings Proc]; thus we do have a complete record of the 24 participants and of the lectures given. The conference was funded by the (then)Centre for Mathematical Analysis (CMA) at ANU, who provided $A24 000; additional support of $A2 000 was provided by the Australian Mathematical Society. The Centre's government grant ended in 1990 and its activities are now embodied in the Centre for Mathematics and its Applications, which has a reduced budget for conference support; currently it covers local expenses for a programme of`National Symposia' on topics where there is a signi cant Australian contingent. Since the group working in analysis in Australia is quite small, we do not t within this scheme and so support for any future conferences in Australia would have to be found elsewhere.
The proceedings of the conference were edited by Rick Loy, with some assistance from George Willis and Niels Gr nb k; the publication of the proceedings was a condition for CMA support. We were still in the pre-T E X era, but the typing was word-processed by the CMA sta , who produced an attractive volume. It is of interest to contemplate the problem section, which updates the corresponding one from Long Beach. It will be seen that a few of the earlier problems had been solved, but that the majority remain open.
The most important result that was reported on was Marc Thomas's construction of a non-standard closed ideal in a certain radical Banach algebra of power series of the form`1(!) Th1], so resolving a problem of Silov; this formidable achievement seems to have closed o an area of research.
It is at this point that we make some contact with great world events. The cold war had dominated much of our lives since the end of the second world war. One of the e ects of this was the very great di culty experienced by colleagues in the then Soviet Union seeking to travel to`western' countries to attend conferences and to meet with those working in similar areas of mathematics.
Specialists in Banach algebra theory know very well the work of such Russian mathematicians as I. M. Gel'fand, M. A. Naimark, and G. E. Silov; indeed these great gures were the initiators of the whole subject of Banach algebras around the beginning of the second world war. (The current basic lecture courses and texts of the subject still follow quite closely the topics covered in the pioneering papers of those days.) A student of Naimark and Silov was Alexander Helemskii. Alexander began to lead a seminar on Banach algebras at Moscow State University in 1971, concentrating from the beginning on the cohomology theory of Banach algebras; the rst four Ph.D. students were A. Kurato (now in Italy), V. Zinde (Montreal), M. Seinberg (Austin), and Yu. Selivanov (Moscow). The group of specialists in Banach algebra in the west knew something of the work of Helemskii's school, but were less well-informed than they should have been; there were intractable political problems about making contact, and, unfortunately, few western mathematicians could easily read Russian.
Alexander tells me that his rst knowledge of the work of future colleagues and friends came around 1962; he proved at that time that all nite-dimensional extensions of the algebras C( ) are strongly decomposable, and then discovered that this had been proved by Bade and Curtis two years earlier. Four years later Phil Curtis and Alexander met at the International Congress that was held in Moscow in 1966; they say that they had a good drink, but that Alexander had no special`merits' to be allowed to visit the west, and so had no hope of meeting Phil again, or of seeing other western mathematicians.
Further contacts came by spasmodic letters, sent through a slow and unreliable postal service. I had sent to Moscow a copy of a draft of my survey article Da2] , and Alexander made some useful comments, especially about priority; later, Barry Johnson wrote discussing the problem that later became the`global dimension theorem'. Alexander says that this letter from Barry`played a signi cant and stimulating role in my professional | and human! | life; before I felt very isolated in my researches, and now I received a great moral support'.
Helemskii's approach to the cohomology theory of Banach was formulated at approximately the same time as Johnson was writing his memoir Jo2]; quite a number of results were obtained independently in the west and in Moscow, but there is a fundamental di erence of approach and emphasis in the two theories.
I had tried hard to organize a visit by Alexander to Leeds for the meeting in 1987; this was the rst time that he knew about the existence of the conferences on Banach algebras. For some time it had seemed that the political and nancial di culties could be overcome, but, in the end, certain powers in Moscow thwarted this endeavour. It was even dangerous to communicate clearly what was happening in Moscow at that time; it is di cult even now for those of us who have had the good fortune to exist under rather benign political regimes to understand the political, moral, and professional stress associated with life in Moscow in those days.
The idea of inviting Alexander to Canberra for the meeting there was mooted in 1988, and long and tortuous discussions took place. In those days, e-mail was not available to us, and some communication took place by regular mail. However even younger colleagues will know that we did have a telephone system then, and one could make international calls. But there was no direct line from Canberra to Moscow, and a number of calls were routed through Leeds. The di culties associated with this visit were formidable, but, to our surprise, they were surmounted | perestroika had at last come to Moscow State University | and we were very pleased to welcome Alexander at the small airport in Canberra on 4 January 1989. One nal obstacle had been overcome: of course Alexander could not bring anỳ hard' currency from Moscow, and Australian dollars were only available to him when he reached Canberra. However Sydney airport is so unhelpful in that it makes a charge for passengers to travel from one terminal to another.`How to pay?', as Alexander would say. Fortunately a mathematical colleague was available at short notice to help.
It was at this meeting that Alexander was able to give a sustained exposition of his work on the homology and cohomology of Banach algebras for the rst time to a western audience; we were very impressed by the mathematics and by the fact that the lectures were given in such excellent English. A written account is given in the conference proceedings as He1]. This was just the time that the translation of the book He2] was being completed; a draft existed, and we had some intense hours in Canberra bringing the project to completion. Now there can be no excuse for ignorance in the west of the Russian approach and of their remarkable results.
Social activities included a ne barbecue at the home of Winifred and Rick Loy, a visit to the Tidbinbulla Nature Reserve to make the acquaintance of Australian fauna, including kangaroos and koalas, and an evening of wine tasting guided by Phil Curtis. At the end of the conference, a group moved to the White Mountains, and a subset of this group spent three days traversing the range, nishing on the implausibly named Mount Kosciusko, the highest summit in Australia; it is a case of`join the Banach algebra conferences and see the world'.
The ninth conference: Berkeley, 1990 The third and nal workshop that Bill and Phil organized took place in Berkeley from 23 July to 3 August, 1990 . Now the title varied a little: it became Third Berkeley Banach algebra workshop; it was again supported by the Bade{Curtis NSF grant.
This conference attracted rather more participants than the other two meetings in Berkeley: we were particularly pleased that Barry Johnson could be enticed to attend this conference and that he was accompanied by his wife Margaret, for this was the rst time that they had attended one of our conferences outside the UK. Other new names include: Mladen Despi c, Peter Detre, and Viet Ngo, all students of Bade at Berkeley; Joel Feinstein, a student of Dales at Leeds; Herb Kamowitz from the University of Massachusetts; Samir Ouzomgi, a former student of Dales at Leeds and now from Pennsylvania; and John Rennison from the University of Kent, England. Jim Stein, a former student of Bade, came from Calstate, Long Beach, to his rst meeting since 1974. In total there were 22 visitors from outside Berkeley; this was still a su ciently small group that everyone could be encouraged to give a lecture without there being any danger of`lecture overload'.
To give an idea of the evolution of the topics under discussion, let us mention some of the lectures. Barry Johnson spoke rst on Weakly compact homomorphisms, and also showed us his recent proof that L 1 (G) is always weakly amenable. Rick Loy spoke on Amenable algebras not generated by group algebras ; Sandy Grabiner, Mladen Despi c, and Peter McClure all spoke on convolution algebras; Joel Feinstein spoke on Strongly regular uniform algebras; and Fereidoun Ghahramani spoke on second duals of Banach algebras. An exciting development was that Mar-iusz Wodzicki of Berkeley, red with missionary zeal for the subject of homological algebra and its importance within Banach algebra theory, talked to us | very fast, and for two hours | on K-theory and homology of ideals of Banach algebras.
Again we went to Angel Island for a picnic and soft-ball; we also remember with great pleasure a long and mellow evening at the Bade residence, sampling a wide array of Californian wines, some from those well-known vintners, Bade and Helson, and enjoying the balmy air and the long views over the Bay to the lights of San Francisco and the Golden Gate.
The tenth conference: Cambridge, 1991 The rst conference of what might be termed the`modern era' was organized by Graham Allan, with the assistance of Tom Ransford, at the University of Cambridge, England; it took place from 1 to 12 July 1991 under the title Cambridge Banach algebras symposium.
It is perhaps a sign of this`modern era' that funding for our conferences seemed to be much harder to nd. An application was made by Graham Allan to the SERC. The format of this application is somewhat similar to the one made four years earlier for the meeting in Leeds; however it seems to be a stronger application, in that the speakers had become better-known in the intervening years, and the list now included Helemskii of Moscow. The location and the detailed programme seem to be impressive. However this application was rejected by SERC.
Fortunately, some alternative sources of funding were found by Graham Allan. The London Mathematical Society gave a grant of $1 000; although the sums are inevitably rather small, the contribution of this Society to the subject, with money that comes from mathematicians themselves (mainly through the sale of journals), is very valuable. The Department at Cambridge and Churchill College provided $2 000 and $1 000, respectively. Thus the conference fund was a modest $4 000 in total.
In addition to this, the Royal Society in London awarded a grant of $771 to myself to cover the travel and accommodation for a month in the UK of Helemskii and Selivanov; this month included the period of the conference.
Despite the shortage of funds (and the rather expensive accommodation at Churchill College), over 40 participants from outside Cambridge attended this meeting. In fact, several people were able to obtain funding from their own institutions, and so, indirectly, the cost returned to the public purse. It seems that this is likely to be the pattern for future meetings; unfortunately, it creates particular problems for those who come from countries or institutions where such funding is simply not available.
The rst lecture, on the morning of Tuesday, 2 July, was Holomorphic self-maps of the spectral unit ball, given by Tom Ransford; the last lecture, on the evening of Thursday, 12 July, was Banach version of the Connes{Tzygan exact sequence, given by Alexander Helemskii. In total, there were 32 lectures, spread over 8 days. The traditional soft-ball game on 4 July was held on the playing elds of Churchill College, close to, but not intruding on, the cricket square; this time thè Rest of the World' wrapped it up over the`USA' in the eighth. Other social events included a trip to Audley End stately home and a demonstration of bell-ringing at Great St. Mary's Church. An opening party was held in the house of Elizabeth and Graham Allan, and the conference dinner, on the last Thursday, was in Churchill College.
The eleventh conference: Winnipeg, 1993 It was a happy experience to nd that actually there were volunteers to organize the next conference. These were Fereidoun Ghahramani and J. Peter McClure, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Their chosen title was Banach algebras and amenability, and the conference took place from 3 to 13 August 1993.
Planning for this meeting began almost as soon as the Cambridge meeting nished. For the rst time a`conference fee' was imposed; the organizers were not happy about this, but it seems to be a sign of the times, and it did (apparently) contribute to the success of an application for nancial support of the conference. With the help of this grant of $C5000 from the Canadian NSERC, some generous contributions from the individual grants of people based in Winnipeg, and a patchwork of small donations from various levels of the administration of the University of Manitoba, the organizers were able to o er some support (including accommodation in a dormitory on campus) to most participants, and full support to two or three persons who would not have been able to attend otherwise. Approximately 40 mathematicians participated; with partners and children, the conference`family' totalled around 50.
It was pleasant that a number of new participants could be welcomed to Winnipeg; in particular, several graduate students, or recent Ph.D.'s, were able to attend. These included Simon Morris, Christopher Kilgour, and Thomas Pedersen of Cambridge, Andrew Kepert of ANU, Catharine Ogden and Michel Solovej of Leeds, and Volker Runde of Berkeley. There was also participation from several Canadian specialists in harmonic analysis, including Brian Forrest, Ed Granirer, Tony Lau, and Tianxuan Miao; it was also a pleasure to meet Jan Stegeman from Utrecht, John Duncan, who drove from Arkansas, Theodore Palmer from Oregon, Heinrich Raubenheimer from South Africa, Krystof Jarosz from Illinois, who had not previously attended these meetings, and Eggert Briem of Reykyavik, Greg Bachelis of Wayne State, and Allan Sinclair of Edinburgh, who had been infrequent attenders. People who had attended previously made their usual e orts to include newcomers in the social groups, and, by the second or third day, large parties could be observed setting out for dinner and trading stories on the number of mosquitos seen.
The scienti c programme was notable because many participants could listen for the rst time to talks by mathematicians in our area coming from Russia: these were Alexander Helemskii, Zinaida Lykova, and Leonid Pugach.
As usual, the informal parts of the programme were as important as the more formal ones; the foundations of several fruitful future collaborations were laid in discussions at the meeting. Social activities included a wine and cheese party hosted by the Mathematics Department, an outing to Fort Garry (one of the original fur-trading forts near Winnipeg), parties at Fereidoun's and Peter's houses, and the conference dinner.
In the period before the Winnipeg conference, some thought was given to the question whether or not the sequence of meetings on Banach algebras should continue after Winnipeg; we observed that it was becoming increasingly di cult to nd the modest sums of money required to mount such a conference; that the set of people attending the meetings was rather constant and constantly getting older; that perhaps the subject was becoming a little tired. Should the retirement of Bade and Curtis provide a clean nale? It was however the case that several strong and enthusiastic younger colleagues came to Winnipeg, and, with a little e ort, we found willing organizers of a future twelfth conference: we would roll on.
A conference dinner was held on the Friday of the rst week of the meeting in the Faculty club. It was at this dinner that a presentation was made to Bill Bade and to Phil Curtis to mark their retirements from Berkeley and UCLA, respectively. It is clear from the present account how much our community owes to Bill and Phil for their inspiration and hard work in leading these conferences and our subject over many years. Let us note in particular that presentations were also made to Elly Bade and to Dorothy Curtis; it is also clear to those who have been involved how much we are also indebted to Elly and Dot for the outstanding kindness and generous hospitality they have shown to so many people from so many di erent countries over the years. Happily, Bill and Phil, Elly and Dot, have been able to attend future conferences; long may this continue.
The twelfth conference: Newcastle, England, 1995 With the twelfth conference, our sequence of meetings returned to England; Barry Johnson and Michael White agreed at Winnipeg to seek to organize a conference at their home, the University of Newcastle, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in north-east England. The title of the conference was Banach algebras '95, and it took place from 17 to 28 July 1995.
As usual the major question was that of nding nancial support. Fairly early the London Mathematical Society provided $2 000, and the Department at Newcastle provided $3 000; these sums could be used for general purposes. The United Kingdom Research Council (now EPSRC) now had a somewhat di erent policy than previously: they would not o er general support, but they would o er a speci c grant of $6 000 so that some`Visiting Fellows' could be invited; these Fellows had to spend a longer period in Newcastle than the two weeks of the conference. It was partly for this reason that the conference coalesced with a`Workshop on complete boundedness and cohomology of operator algebras'; this workshop ran in parallel with the conference from 17 to 28 July, and continued in full spate for the following week. The Visiting Fellows supported in this way, with the titles of their lectures, were:
Ed E ros (UCLA), New perspectives on the quantized Hahn{Banach theorem; Frank Gilfeather (New Mexico), Relative Hochschild cohomology for Banach alge- These ne survey talks, given within the Banach algebra conference, allowed Banach algebraists some insight into mathematical areas close to, but not identical with, their own. In my opinion, the quality of all the lectures at the conference was very high, and they were delivered in a very professional way.
Slightly complicated arrangements were made for it to be possible to support colleagues from eastern Europe; these involved other visits at times adjacent to the conference, funded from other sources. Russians who were present in addition to Helemskii, were O. Aristov, Yu. Golovin, R. Gumerov, L. Pugach, and Yu. Selivanov.
It was also pleasant to welcome some new participants attending for the rsttime: the group included Antonio Moreno Galindo, Angel Rodriguez Palacios, Maria Victoria Velasco Collado, Armando Villena Muñoz, and Mohamed Zhory from Granada. Four other new participants were Brian Cole from Brown, Stu Sidney from Connecticut, John Wermer from Brown, and Alain Bernard from Grenoble who gave us`an opening towards uniform algebras', picking up some themes that had arisen in the rst conference at UCLA.
The outcome of these various manoeuvres led to a conference with around 100 participants, and 62 scheduled talks; this number of participants was the maximum in the history of these conferences. Most participants stayed in a University hall of residence, which was a pleasant walk across elds from the campus, and this generated a large amount of informal and productive contact.
On the middle Saturday of the conference, there was an extra event: John Ringrose and Gert Pedersen organized a meeting and a dinner to celebrate the 70 th birthday of Dick Kadison. The speakers at the meeting, which of course dealt with operator algebras, were J. Cuntz and E. C. Lance.
On the Sunday in the middle of the conference, we had a coach trip into Northumberland to inspect Hadrian's Wall, probably the oldest man-built structure that we have seen so far in the course of our meetings. This day was somewhat damp, but the second week of the conference became gloriously warm by English standards, and the week after the conference was a lovely time for a variety of trips; some even went swimming in lochs in Scotland. We are grateful to Margaret and Barry Johnson for hosting ne parties in their attractive apartment in the second week.
The thirteenth conference: Blaubeuren, Germany, 1997 This is the conference that is recorded in the present volume; it was called Banach algebras 1997 and took place in the Heinrich Fabri Institute, Blaubeuren, Germany, from 20 July to 3 August. So the meeting went for the rst time to Germany and for the rst time to the mainland of the European continent. The organizers were Ernst Albrecht from the University in Saarbr ucken and Martin Mathieu, presently from the National University of Ireland at Maynooth, assisted by Volker Runde of Saarbr ucken. One of the reasons for choosing the conference centre in Blaubeuren was the advantage of having all participants staying in one place, which allowed for (mathematical) interaction around the clock. Unfortunately this also meant that the conference could not quite accommodate all who wished to attend; the conference centre accommodated 70 people, and the rooms were lled for the two weeks of the conference, although some people stayed only for the rst or second week.
An application for nancial support was made to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft about one and a half years in advance. Only about 40% of the support that was asked for was approved; a grant of DM 21 000 was awarded. Additional applications to the Land Baden-W urttemberg and the European Commission (a special programme supposed to support scientists from eastern European countries) were rejected. As a result only about a quarter of the participants, from 19 di erent countries, could be supported by the conference funds; about half of the money supported those coming from eastern European countries. Very fortunately, the costs for accommodation and full board at the Heinrich Fabri Institute were very reasonable | otherwise the number of participants would probably have been somewhat smaller.
One of the novelties in the meeting was that it did not take place at the home university of the organizers and that the communication with the prospective participants was done almost entirely via e-mail. Also new was the invention of workshops' devoted to special topics within the general theme of Banach algebras (see the Preface of these proceedings for a full list). These were run in the afternoons and were intended to provide a forum for more specialized and detailed discussions; they turned out to be fruitful. Altogether 57 lectures were given in the main conference in the morning or in the evening; there were no parallel sessions.
The social activities included a guided tour though the Benedictine monastery of Blaubeuren with its famous high altar (we bene ted from the expertise of Marianne Albrecht), a concert in the cloisters of the monastery, a long walk to and through some limestone caves, and, of course, the traditional second-Thursdaydinner, which nished with Basque and Russian traditional songs.
Up to this point, there has been no ongoing structure to coordinate the meetings in our sequence. Finally, at Blaubeuren, it was decided that an International Steering Committee should be created. This will consist of H. G. Dales (Chair), E. Albrecht, P. C. Curtis, and B. E. Johnson. The committee will discuss with possible organizers where future meetings might take place, how money might be raised, and give general advice to the organizers.
The future
It has already been arranged that the fourteenth conference will take place in Pomona, Claremont, California, from 25 July to 7 August, 1999; the conference will be organized by Sandy Grabiner and Marc Thomas. Enquiries about sites for the fteenth meeting, presumably to be in 2001, are now under way.
Thus we seem to have settled into a pattern in which conferences occur every two years, alternately to the east and the west of the Atlantic Ocean. The conferences are organized at modest nancial cost, but involve quite a lot of hard work and generous hospitality by the organizers (and their families). They seem to have ful lled an original aim of Bill Bade and Phil Curtis in that they have provided a relaxed environment in which productive discussions of ongoing research can take place, and in which less speci c information and`mathematical culture' can be exchanged between colleagues from many di erent parts of the world and of di erent mathematical generations; they have facilitated meetings between two or three participants that have led to fruitful collaboration and joint work; the existence of the conferences may well have stimulated people into resolving open problems for the sake of presenting a pleasing result at the conference.
Two aspects of the wider mathematical world have impinged on our meetings. First, it is clear from the above account that it is increasingly di cult to obtain grants to support our meetings; presumably this re ects the harsh competition for restricted funds in most`western' countries. Second, we are very happy that a good number of talented and enthusiastic graduate students and other younger colleagues has joined our group in recent years | we have bene ted greatly from their presence | but all too few have been able to nd a permanent position in University departments of mathematics; the desparate shortage of starting permanent positions in many countries is a matter of grave concern, thwarting the mathematical development of the individuals concerned and endangering the present success of the subject.
The meeting at Claremont will take place almost exactly 25 years after the rst meeting in Los Angeles; it is our silver anniversary. So we have a rather long history of conferences that has, I feel, justi ed the original vision of Bill Bade and Phil Curtis and been of value to the development of the subject.
Above all, the conferences have been fun; presumably this is why we are doing mathematics in the rst place.
